Inspired by the tranquility of the sea and the stillness of a mountain landscape, VitraArt Peace of Mind is an exquisite glass tile collection from Florida Tile. It gives any room a sense of peaceful sophistication. With a translucent surface and opaque backing, these tiles and mosaics bring eye catching light and life to your walls. The palette ranges from delicate whites to beautiful, quiet tones of earth, sea and sky, softly reflecting light to create a luminous radiance that cannot be found in any other material.

Available in an extensive array of shapes, sizes, textures, patterns, and colors, VitraArt Peace of Mind gives you nearly endless options to make your space a work of art. These non-porous tiles and mosaics are easy to clean, as well as stain and scratch resistant.

This is not your mother’s glass tile. Applications are no longer limited to kitchen and bath backsplashes. Peace of Mind can be utilized in every residential and commercial environment, setting the perfect scene of timeless and relaxed luxury. Designed to elegantly transition into complementary materials like natural stone and porcelain, the Peace of Mind collection complements the most modern and eclectic design trends.

VitraArt Peace of Mind is both durable and sustainable. It contains 30% recycled content and is appropriate for both residential and commercial wall installations.

As you search for the elusive state of wellbeing, make Peace of Mind your highest goal, then build your space around it.
COLORS

POM10 Pure White  POM20 Truth Blue  POM30 Calm Green  POM40 Quiet Gray  
POM50 Content Cream  POM60 Balance Beige  POM70 Tranquil Tan  POM80 Serenity Sage
GLASS MOSAICS

POM20/M1.5x6STK
Truth Blue
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM30/M2X6BRICK
Calm Green Brick
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM40/M12CHEV
Quiet Gray Chevron
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM50/M12PENNY
Content Cream Penny Round
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM60/RSP
Balance Biege Random Strip
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM70/M12PETAL
Tranquil Tan Petal
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM80/M12SCP
Serenity Green Scallop
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM21/M12BULB
Truth Blue w/ Pure White Arabesque
GLASS MOSAICS

- **POM10/M12PETAL** Pure White Petal Mosaic

- **POM31/M12BULB**
  Calm Green w/ Pure White Arabesque

- **POM35/RSTK**
  Unity Cool Blend Random Stack (Pure White, Calm Green & Quiet Gray)

- **POM55/RSTK**
  Harmony Warm Blend Random Stack (Content Cream, Balance Beige & Tranquil Tan)

- **POM61/M12BULB**
  Balance Beige w/ Pure White Arabesque

- **POM13/M12BULB**
  Pure White w/ Calm Green Arabesque (not shown)

- **POM55/RSP**
  Harmony Warm Blend Random Strip (Content Cream, Balance Beige & Tranquil Tan)
GLASS FIELD TILES

POM10C 8X24
Pure White Classic
(shown)
Also Available In Calm Green, and Balance Beige

POM10C 3X12
Pure White Classic
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM10A 8X24
Pure White Shape
(shown)
Also Available In Calm Green, and Balance Beige

POM10A 3X12
Pure White Artisan
(shown)
Available In All Colors

POM10B 3X9
Pure White Beveled
(shown)
Available In All Colors
GLASS FIELD TILES

POM30/M12PENNY Calm Green Penny Round Mosaic
VitraArt PEACE OF MIND

VitraArt Peace of Mind glass field and mosaic wall tiles are appropriate for all residential and commercial wall and backsplash applications.

Notice: Not all flooring products are suitable for wet areas, specialized applications or commercial use. Please refer to the American National Standard Specifications for Ceramic Tile (ANSI A137.1) for ceramic, stone and glass installation for specific usage and installation information.

This Florida Tile product will contribute to USGBC LEED® points and the ANSI® approved NAHB® Green Building Points.

Typical Uses
VitraArt Peace of Mind glass field and mosaic wall tiles are appropriate for all residential and commercial wall and backsplash applications.

Notice: Not all flooring products are suitable for wet areas, specialized applications or commercial use. Please refer to the American National Standard Specifications for Ceramic Tile (ANSI A137.1) for ceramic, stone and glass installation for specific usage and installation information.

This Florida Tile product will contribute to USGBC LEED® points and the ANSI® approved NAHB® Green Building Points.

Nominal Size¹ | Average Dimension | Pcs./Sq Ft² | Thickness¹ (mm) |
--- | --- | --- | ---
A3x12 Artisan Field Tile | 2.87 x 11.73 | 4.000 | 8
B3x9 Beveled Field Tile | 2.87 x 8.86 | 5.663 | 8
C3x12 Classic Field Tile | 2.87 x 11.73 | 4.000 | 8
C8x24 Classic Field Tile | 7.87 x 23.62 | 0.775 | 8
S8x24 Shape Field Tile | 7.87 x 23.62 | 0.775 | 8
M1.5x6STK Stack Mosaic | 11.63 x 11.75 | 1.053 | 8
M12CHEV Chevron Mosaic | 11.75 x 11.75 | 1.043 | 8
M12PENNY Penny Round Mosaic | 11.75 x 11.75 | 1.043 | 8
M12PETAL Petal Mosaic | 11.75 x 11.50 | 1.033 | 8
M12BULB Arabesque Mosaic | 11.50 x 11.50 | 1.033 | 8
M12SCP Scallop Mosaic | 12.00 x 12.00 | 1.039 | 8
M2x6BRICK Brick Mosaic | 11.75 x 11.75 | 1.043 | 8
RSP Random Strip Mosaic | 11.75 x 11.75 | 1.043 | 8
RSTK Random Size Stack Mosaic | 11.25 x 12.00 | 1.066 | 8

¹ These values may vary from lot to lot.
² These values are based on actual sizes including the grout joint.
³ May not apply to textured surfaces or tiles with uneven back patterns, such as mesh mounted mosaics.

V1 Uniform Appearance
Differences among pieces from the same productions run are minimal.

Color Variations
Color reproductions in this printed piece may vary from actual tile colors. Final selection should be made from actual tile samples.